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Abstract 

This study aimed to assess the viability of t\vo rural enterprises, laundry and tailoring shop 

from both the organization and members ' perspectives~ using ratio analysis. The study also 

attempted to measure the extent of new employment generated. Results reveal that though 

both the projects hold potential for increasing employment and output,. tailoring was more 

readily acceptable since it required lower working capital consistent with factor 

endowments and yielded higher rate of return. Besides, sufficient demand is a pre-requisite 

for realization of employment and output that are technically feasible. Age of member was 

found to be a significant factor in influencing the number of hours worked. The study 

suggests that sufficient emphasis must be given on training of the members as it affects the 

profitability of the enterprise. 
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1. Introduction 

Poverty is caused by inadequate income (Harper and John, 1984) which can be greatly 

diminished by creating employment. Rural Development Programme Rural (RDP), one of 

BRAe's multifaceted programmes works to improve the socioeconomic condition of the 

rurJI poor by introducing and promoting income generating acti\ities with higher returns. 

Rural Enterprise Project (REP), a Mng within RDP, deal with exploring and identifYing 

innovative schemes with significant returns, short gestation g.1P, inputs readily available, 

and less skill required on an experimental basis. REP provides employment opportunities 

for women who have been confmed to domestic labour. When the projects prove to be 

successful, they are piloted in several areas and then handed over to RDP. This study will 

focus on two such small scale development approach like tailoring and h'mndry shops 

introduced in 1996 by BR.-\C for its programme participants and members of the \.iUage 

organization. The paper will particularly look into the viability of these projects and will 

detemUne the extent of employment thus generated. 

1.1 Literature review 

Byrd and Lin (1990) observes that in China the development of rurJI enterprises has 

ahvays been regarded as clitical to rural modernization as the sw-plus labour cm be 

transferred from agricultural to rural non-fann sector. Thus, it al\'vays received policy 

attentions in their national five-year 'plan. Datt and Ravallion (1996) in a study on 15 states 

in India between the period 1957 and 1991, show that quantitative impact on rural poverty 

in non-farm sector is large. Rural non-farm employment has always played a significant 

role in economic development in states like Gujarat and Punjab especially in poverty 

reduction (Fisher. :VIahajan and Singha. 1997). An ILO report (1983) COnfllIDs that such 

small enterprises contribute significantly to employment and output. 

1..2 Objectives 

• To detennine the extent of m:\v employment generated and this \",'ill be measured hy 

the number of full-time jobs created. 
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• To assess the viability of the projects from both organization and members' 

perspectives. 

1.3 Sources of data 

The study used both primary and secondary information. The secondary cL1ta were 

collected from the RDP registers consisting of the respondents ' monthly gross income and 

their expenditure. 

1.4 Sampling 

Two regions, Khulna and Gopalganj, where the projects were first initiated were surveyed. 

In KllUlna. 31 laundry out of 34 laundry shops and 64 tailoring enterprises out of 67 were 

considered. In Gopalganj, it was 10 and 33 out of 16 and 41 for laundry and tailoring 

respec tively. 

1.5 Limitations of the study 

• A.s these projects are in their earlj'/ rudimentary stages. a quantitative evaluation is not 

fully possible. 

• Accurate infOlmation reg41rding their net income is not always recorded. so one h .. 1S to 

rely on the recall method (and this may raise the question of validity of information). 

• Analysis on employment in the said enterprises gives a partial approach as there is no 

information on other household employment activities. Besides, seasonality and 

complexity of employment patterns make it Jifficult to rely on monthly recall. For 

detailed infonnationidata on employment, it is pertinent to conduct studies on a weekly 

basis elUting a complete year. 

• Seasonal variation oflabour has bct:n ignored. 

• Due to limitation of data. the effect of training ~annot be isol.ned \vhich plays an 

important part in operational dficiency. 
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2. Find ings and discussion 

Household si=e. age composition and religIon 

Average household size was found to be four m Khulna and five in Gopalganj . The 

respondents were di\. ided into two groups, those below 35 years of age and those above 

35. Table 1 shows that the members in Khulna region were younger than those in 

Gopalganj region. 

Table 1. Distribution of members bv household size, <l e com osition and reli ion 
Lmmdrv 

KImlna Gopalganj 
n""-31 n= 10 

! Average household si=e (no.; 
Age cvrs I 
- Below 35 
- 35 & above 
Religion 
- ~fuslim 

24 (77) 

'7 (23) 

19 (tiD 
, - Hindu 11 (39:; 

Figures in parenthesis indicate percentages 

2.1 Employment 

5 

ti (ciO; 
..t (40) 

J (JO) 
o ( ciO ~j 

Tailorinl< 
Khu1na Gopalganj 
n =64 n= 33 

4 .5 

51 (80) 25 \ 7ci) 
13 (20) 8 (24) 

5J (84) 22 (6-:--' 
10 (1 6) 11 03') 

Projects under review pro"ided employment opporrunities at a relatively low investment 

cost. The employment impact was better appreciated when one looked at the composition 

of I;!mployment in both the enterprises regarding the female \vorkforce. Both the enterprises 

used modest capital creating work opportunities for poor \.vomen. To fmd out the potentials 

of these projects in employment creation. several points are to be noted beforehand such 

as size and extent of employment. 

Size and extent of employment 

Si"l:ty four members had employment in tailoring and 31 in laundrv in Khulna from the 

time when the projects '.vere ftrst introduced in .-\plil 1997. while In Gopalganj, it \\'as 33 

mu 10 respe(;tively. ~vIajority of rhl! workers in both th~ regions de'\'oted more time in 

laundry shop compared ro {he railoring shop (Table 2). Proj~ct bend'iciaries of laundry 

devoted. on average. 205 hours a month while in rauoring it '.va:; lSR hou~. Cunsidering 
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eight hours a day as the full employment nonn, the respondent women worked less than 

the usual nOIID. But on the other hand, since the rural women in the said projects had been 

found to work in the weekends, their total working week exceed the usual norm of 40 

hours. The study revealed that about 86.2% of the members whose previous contribution 

were mostly limited within their homestead and were treated as economically inactive 

pOpuk1tion (Slu'ycock et aI, 1976), have got job opportunities through these programmes. 

Table 2. Gross income and hours worked in the two projects 
Laundry Tailoring 

Khulna Gopalganj Khulna Gopalganj 
n = 31 n = 10 n= 64 n = 

.,,., 
:u 

Weekly hours worked 47 49 46 .. ·12 

Hours work~d daily .. , 0.5 

Monthly hours workcd 200 210 19- 1-8 

Age of the enterprisc 12 9 1 1 iJ 

Daily income ~~ 10 .J;..\ -G :0 
Monthly gross income 

Q _ . 
. 00 578 11-:-8 546 

}.Aomhly nd income 533 198 004 _'75 

Loan :<; ize 4323 3800 5750 0212 

Age of the member had bet!n found to be a significant factor in determining the number of 

hours worked. A direct relation existed beh-,,-een the two in both the regions. i.e .. members 

\vho were 35 years old or older worked for longt:r hours than their counterparts. 

Table 3. j\.fembers ' characteristics and worldn!! hours in laundry and tailoring 
Laundry Tailoring 

i i\.!ember characteristics Khulna GopalganJ Khuln::t Gopalganj 

! ivlembers a2e less than 35 
~ ~-rembers ~e above 35 ve:l1'S , - -
: ~o children below 1;: vears old 
: One child below 12 ye~rs old 
! Two chtldren below i 2 year:; r.)ld 
; ~Aore than .3 children below 1: years old 

\fembl!r ~1 .nanag;;!mem com:nlltcc 
:-Io[ in"oh'ed m managemer:[ ::ommittee 
>;C',V tnClchine 
Second-nand tr.achinr:: 

n=31 n=10 n=o.:l n=33 

198 204 195 184 

208 220 ·:03 180 
207 

.,...,., 
215 iS3 ---

206 189 186 
nc 183 192 iS3 
~j',- 2~0 1()7 ns ~ '~ 

i ;'0 200 i iSO 

204 194 183 

198 20! 1 ~~8 

11 ~1 I . ., . 

i~Cl l ~<) 
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Looking at the relation benveen the number of children, it is quite evident that those 

without any small children (below 12 years) work for the longest hour in both the projects 

in the I\vo regions. But age of the children did not influence mother's workim! hours. 

Table 4 shows that involvement in the manaQement committee of villa2e onzanization or - - -
operating with a brand new sewing machine were positively related with the working hours. 

Table 4. Factors affecting the monthly gross income (Tk.) 

l\Jembers age less than 35 
tv'1embers age above 35 years 
~To children belmv 1:: years old 
One chilJ below 12 years old 
T\vo children below 1::: ve::rrs old 
~.fore than 3 children below 1::: '.lears 

, ~Jember in management committee 
Not involved in the management committee 
~jew machme 
Second-hand machine 

Laundry 
Khulna Gopalgunj 
n=31 n=10 

888 
940 
8~2 

940 

972 
8-:'~ 

900 
893 

503 
542 
592 

563 
503 

Tailoring 
Khulna Gopalganj 
n = 64 n = 33 

195 184 

203 180 
215 133 
189 186 
192 183 
19'~ 1""0 
200 186 
19d 183 
201 188 

186 [76 , 

:\Iembers' age had a positive influence on gross income camed by the members of Khulna 

region unlik.; Gopalganj. The income of the beneficiaries of the laundry proje~t decreases 

" .... ith the increase in the member of theil' dtildren .lged under 12. No conclusive remark c~n 

be made on the tailoring project since it sho,,\-'s a lni'\ed result. nle fmding.s indicate that 

tailoring in KhUln.:1 is still superior to that of Gopalg.1nj in term'S of the gross income 

generated. There is no relation between the operation of a new machine and the increase in 

income but there is relation in respect of working hours. 

Table 5: Corre-Iution between the working hours and the gross income 

LaUT'.drv 
Kh uln a Gopalgmlj 

n=31 n=iO 

.\Ionthly nours \vo_r1_:e_d ____ \_[o_n_thl~i',-; inec'me [~,) 
I : 0- l ,"<? t 0 ~ 1 
; 60- i 9S:)3~1 
:OG-239 84~ 
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T .lble 5 primarily attempts to analyze the gross monthly income in relation to the \vorking 

hours. The Table clearly indicates that a positive relation is evident between the two 

variables of the members involved in tailoring in Khulna. But in laundry the result 

obtained is quite contrasting. Similar rni'{ed:'inconsistent result can be found in Gopalganj 

reglon. 

One of the paper's objective was to investigate whether these econonuc activities give 

desired results of increasing income and employment through affecting labour productivity. 

Several criteria will be looked into:· 

1 
... ' .. _1 1 b . Fixed capital..;.. working capital 

. CapIL..U- a our ratIo = -----=--------=----"---
Total person homs employed 

This ratio measures the capital intensity of the schemt:s and the amount of ~apital required 

to create :Jne person day of employment. LO\ver the ratio, better are the schemes. The data 

sho .. v as indicated by Table 6 that the lowest ratio exist in laundry project in N1ulna Region 

follow"cd by tailoring shop of the same region. Both the enterprises have higher capital· 

labour ratio in Gopalganj. Tailoring shop is a better project than laundry as it has a lower 

ratio. 

Net output 
2. Output·capital ratio = --------::----

Fixed capital + working capital 

TItis ratio indicates the average productivity of capital invested, showing the flow of 

income \.-vith the amount of capital in a certain period of time. Higher ratio indicates better 

schemt:s. Higher the outpur·capital ratio. higher is the productivity of capital invested in the 

enterprises. i.e .. it indicates maximization of output per unit of c.lpital. The rationale behind 

tins. is that production techniques in :1 developing country should b~ chosen in a \'lay to 

bring maximum yield per unit of capital employed. Value of tht: fixed Js~et:; after 

dt:preciJrion has been consider~d. 
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T.lble 6. Comp3rative ratio analysis of the two protects 

Capital labour ratio 
Output capital ratio 
Output labour ratio 

Laundry 
~~Wna Gop~go~ 
n=31 n=lO 

") -.;..) 

l.lS 
.:U 

2.9 
0.4ti 

.") '"7 .... . ,. 

Tailoring 
~~Wna Gop~go~ 
n =64 n= 33 

2.J 2.8 
1.-48 -0.13 
5.8 3.1 

7 

Tailoring shop and laundry of Khulna region excels in tenns of the output-capital ratio. 

This ratio in Gopalg.'lt\j tailoring is alanningly low which may be attributed to the age of the 

enterprise, or market failure due to risks and uncertainties, or due to the mismatch of the 

supply of and demand for their senlces. 

Total output 
3. Output-labour ratio = -----------

Total person hour employed 

This ratio indicates the relationship between the flow of income and employment. In 

Khulna. both the projects were in a berter position than Gopalganj region. i.e., labour '.vas 

more productive. In telms of output produced. tailoring shop in Gopalganj pelfonned 

slightly better than laundry shop. 

L-sually in the case of trading or ricksha,,,, pulling, a single employment is created. whereas 

these projects allowed the creation of additional employment either through the use of 

hired labour or family labour. Since these projects are in tht:ir initial stage. it is assumt:d 

that there is still a scope of absorbing more labour which will ultimately help in creJting 

forward and backward linkagc:s. As the use of hired labour cannot be ascertained here due 

to the limitation of cklta.. the present findings merely suggest that \vith more children more 

labo ur is used. 
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2.2 Viability of the borrowers and the organization 

Profitability is an important issue as it reflects the! financial feasibility of either starting or 

expanding an enterprise. 

F or the members who will be the owners of the enterprises by investing the bOITO\ved 

funds~ it will be useful to know the profitability, net income, future potential and growlh of 

the enterprise as the rate of return and its solvency \-vill enable them to meet short-lenn and 

long-term obligations to BRAe. 

Csually viability is indicated by the repayment rate which dOl!s not necessarily mean an 

increase in the ability of the bOITO\ver to repay; repayment may also occur either due to the 

pressure created by the staff or for tear of not getting subsequent larger loans. Just because 

the repayment is so high does not mean that the borrower is able to sustain himself. 

Viability of the bOlTO'.ver can be measured by: (a) an increase in income. (b) employment 

,;reation, (c) increase in land resources, (d) increase in assets, (e) increase in e~~penditure, 

Jnd (f) changes in savings. The follm.ving section will deal with the increase in income 

only. employmt:nfhaving been discussed before: and the other measures of the borrower'~ 

viability will not be di.,cussed due to the limitation of data. 

For BRAC also. it is of particular interest prior to disbursing a loan to know about concepts 

like profit ability of the enterprise and the financial position regarding the assets m"ncd and 

debts owed. It is important for BRAC and other development organizations to know such 

concepts as a profitable and liquid project is more likely to pay interest and redeem loan 

within a specified period. TIllS ratio is useful for the organizJ.tion to evaluate altemative 

investment opportunities and also to know if the asset., are used .:ftlciently and \-"hether the 

earnings of the members are adequ.lte or not. 

Our .:;a1cuiarion is lTI.:linly on rario analysis co detetmine the profItability ~md return on 

investment for hoth BR.l.C Jnd it,:; members. RJ[lOS of tht: [\,'':0 projects will be compared 

based on the tinancill Sia(em~nts of the ~merprises to determine their fin.mci.al condition . 

. \s '; tatcd ~Jrlier. if :: (;00.; ;md Dther ;)fganizJtions wish to prokct the mt:mbers. it must 
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ensure that the enterprises grow profitably. This analysis will allow the stakeholders to 

identify the strengths and weaknesses in their respective fields and thus take appropriate 

actions. The following ratios will be used to assess the profitability. 

Lig uiditv ratio 

It measures the ability of the project to meet its current obligations (instalments to BRAe). 

According to financial analysis~ liquidity is a pre-requisite for the survival of any enterprise 

and short-time survival is a pre-condition to long tenn success. Working capital is a good 

indicator to measme the liquidity. If the projects do not have sufficient working capital and 

as a result cannot invest enough funds in current assets, there is a possibility that it may 

become illiquid and thus fail to meet its current obligations to BRAe. The quick ratio will 

be used to indicate the extent of liquidity:-

QUick assets 
1. Quick ratio:: --=-----

Current liabilities 

Generally a quick ratio of one to one is considered to represent a satisfactory current 

financial condition. Higher the ratio~ greater is the probability of the members to meet their 

inunediate commitments. Cash is the most liquid asset. Quick assets refer to those assets 

which can be easily convertible to cash. in this case, the gross income earned. The liabilities 

refer to working capital needed to produce the output. This ratio is most favourable for 

tailoring project in KImlna followed by laundry shop of the same region though the figure 

is posirive for all meaning that they are all acceptable from the members~ point of view. 

However. these figures need to be treated with caution. 

Fi\:ed assets have been taken to include the equipment and shelf. Values were then 

measured in tenns of their depreciation which were calculated on the basis of their 

expected lives - new equipment assumed a life expecrancy of 10 years and second hand 

machine a life ~xpectancy of five years. And due to this reason tailoring has a lower value 

since the I:quipments are depreciated at a higber rate. Table 7 indicates that fL\:ed cost of 

both the projects hold a smaller proportion of the total cost in Khulna compared ro 

Gopalganj. Accurate reasons. however. cannot b~ ascertained. 
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Table 7. Monthly flow of input and output in the two enterprises (Tk) 

Laundrv 
Khuma Goprugo~ 
n=31 n==10 

I FLud capital 
Equipment 585 
Shelf 1571 
Misc. 1300 
Total fi.'<ed cost 3456 

Working capit.'ll 
Rent 114 
Elec.+ misc. 200 
Total variable cost 314 

Depreciation 
I Fixed cost l85 (36) 
! Variable cost 314 (64) 
: Total cost 499 (IOO) 

Figrues in parenthesis indicate percentages 

2. Profitability ratio: 

510 
2675 
1300 
4485 

li8 
200 
318 

294 (41 ) 
318 (59) 
611000) 

TailorinlZ 
Khulna Gopalgonj 
n=64 n=33 

2656 
1301 
1300 
5257 

68 
200 
268 

180 (39) 
168 (61) 

448 

2620 
15i2 
1300 
5492 

82 
200 
282 

207 (40) 
282 (60) 

489 (100) 

10 

A project should .earn enough profits to sustain the operations of the business. Profit is the 

difference between total revenue and total cost over a period of time. Three major types of 

profitability ratios will be calculated - gross profit margin and return on investment. 

i. Gross profit margin 

Profitability can be measured in relation to total revenue. The general fonnula is, 

Total revenue - total cos t 
~ossprofitmargin = ---------------------

Total revenue 

It is desirable for an enterprise to produce sufficient profit on each Taka of sale. If revenue 

does not generate sufficient profits. it would be difficult for the entrepreneurs to cover the 

operating expenses and interest charges. A high profit margin ratio implies that the finn is 

able to operate at a relatively lower cost. This advantage had been enjoyed by all the 

~ntrepreneur8 in both the regions. 
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ii. Net profit margin 

TIUs ratio was obtained after deducting the instalments from the gross profit. A high net 

margin ratio indicates the project's capacity to withstand adverse economic conditions. 

As stlted previously, if only the current financial position is considered, then BRAe cannot 

be certain about the safety .of its claim; so it is desirable to consult few ratios 

simultaneously. Development agencies could use the quick ratio to judge the enterprise's 

liquidity or debt paying ability and use the profitability ratio to detennine the project's 

earning prospects. If both the ratios are low, credit should not be granted. On the other 

hand if the profitability ratio is high but the quick ratio is low, extension of credit may be 

approved as a profitable enterprise will grow and will have improvements in its current 

ratio. Table 8 indicates that both the ratios are high in all the projects, but if net profit 

margin is to be calculatecL then the figure is negative for the tailoring as well as the laundry 

projects in Gopaiganj region. There may be several explanations to this which will be 

discussed later. 

iii Return on invesD11ent: 

Profitability of the enterprise can also be evaluated in terms of the fum' s investment in 

assets. 

R 
. Earnings (net income) 

etum on mvestment= --------
Investment 

Earnings refer to net income which has been estimated after deducting the monthly 

instalment of the members from their monthly gross income. Instalment refers to a pOltion 

of the total loan plus an interest has to be repaid over the period of loan. 

Opportunity cost will not be measured as it is often less valid for female labour, which is 

commonly constrained by non-market relationships and commitments (Bernstein et at. 

1992). 

Projects with return on inv~stment (ROI) having a value greater than om: oUght to be 

accepted. If interpreted in economic analysis~ only the enterprises in Khulna seem to be the 

viable ones. Petionnance of both the projects in Gopalganj in terms of their return on 
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investment was relatively poor. Members owning tailoring shops were the worst hit though 

their average loan size is the highest among the four as reflected earlier in Table 3. 

Table 8: Ratio analysis of laund and tailorin 
LaWldrv T ailOrill 0' 

Khulna Gopalgonj Khulna Gopalgonj 
n=31 n= 10 n=o4 n=33 

: Gross income (Tk.) 966 578 1178 546 
j Quick ratio 3.5:1 2:1 5:1 2:1 

Gross profit margin C%) 66 37 76 45 
Net profit margin (%) 23 -9 32 -35 
Netincome l 533 198 604 -75 

I Rerum on investment" 1.08 0.44 1.38 -0.13 

Gross income in Gopalganj region is also comparatively lower than Khulna region. But it 

does not suggest that the projects are non-viable or should be closed down. Several 

explanations may be offered for this low figure as mentioned earlier while explaining the 

output-capital ratio or the return on capital investment. Larger loan size may also be held 

responsible since it affect the net income level as larger instalment has to be paid to the 

organization. Age of the enterprise also plays a v'ital role. In Gopalganj, there were t\vo sets 

of members, one group have been involved for nine months and the other group for an 

average of four months. Those women who started the activity L1ter, i.e.~ the relatively 

inexperienced members were less efficient in tenns of their daily income as indicated in the 

Table, and thus unable to possess any money at hand after the payment of instalment 

which explains the negative sign attached to the figure in Table 8. REP assumes that the 

first few months form the trial period for any project, after which skill develops and 

income stans flowing. So, in the initial period, it is quite natural for more cash outflow 

than inflow. Table 9 further supports this view which shows th.1t in other region there was 

a general increa.'le in income with the age of the enterprise. 

Training is aL'io important for effectiveness of the project. It was le:lmt from REP staff at 

the Head Office that the differential result i,;an also be due to training which plays a vital 

role in ensuring profitability. A.11 members received [f:lining in Khulna \vhereas in 

; "iet incom~ = gross incnme mmus instalmem 
: Ror = net inct1lne divided by toral co~t 
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Gopalganj, specific members were given training and those who did not wish to be trained 

were not provided any kind of training. However, the daily income in the laundry project is 

equivalent to the income earned in the tailoring shop, but due to differences in the number 

of working days. the gross income in the fonner is higher than the latter. 

Table 9. Relation between the 

I LOA.""J 

I Wee.ldy hours worked 
i Hours worked daily 
! ~!onth1y hours worked 
! Dailv inco1l1\! : ' 

i Gross income 

months 

n = 31 

>4 

47 
7.5 
200 
34 

908 

4323 
<4 
50 

21 
642 

Gopalgonj 
n = 10 

>4 
49 

210 
20 
563 

3800 
<4 

rise 

Khulna Gopalgonj 
n=64 n= 33 

5750 6212 
>4 <.:4 >4 <4 
46 46 44 40 

i 7 6.6 6 
197 1 Q -~O 190 170 
43 32 22 15 

1170 898 7,,9 4~3 

Project-wise, tailoring is more readily accepted because of less working capital needed and 

consistent with factor endowments in their own environment - it can be performed in their 

homes. Unlike tailorin~, laundry has not been able to attract as many members as their 

washing skill is lacking. Besides, there has to be sufficient demand which is a necessary 

condition for realization of employment and output that are technically feasible (Khan and 

Haque. 1981). 

It is profit that keeps meeting the recurring expenses. If a project is not profitable, the 

working capital will be gradually depleted. So, even though both the projects are 

moderately capital intensive and create work opportunities for the womenfolk. the findings 

suggest that being a good progranune in one area does not necessarily imply the generation 

of income upon implementa.tion instantly in another area. The performance of the projectc;; 

depends primarily on how and when it is implemented. Besides. occupational mobility is 

also an impol1ant indicator of bOlTowers viability . 

. --\ point to b~ noted is that loans to these projects are made on condition which are \-vithin 

the;: debt-servicing ~apacity of the bOITmvers. 
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Question arises whether the projects are in conformity with BRAe's intended goal. In 

other words, whether the coste; incurred by REP to deliver the senices tally with the 

benefits derived by the project participants. Since no investment cost arises from BRAC's 

perspectives, it does not expect any monetary return but only the desired goaVobjectives 

which can be quantified by the number of jobs created and also generate satisfactory 

earnings for the rural women. But then again several studies reveal that goals are not of 

major significance in understanding or evaluating programmes. For BRAC it is sufficient if 

it can obtain an income from the interest which covers the cost of the funds being used, the 

transaction costs, some provision for losses due to defaults and some marginal profit. 

Credit is given out and is ensured that the money will be realized with interest. Due to the 

recent diminishing trend in the flow of subsidized fund. arguments are often made/raised 

for attaining the financial viability of any organization if it is to reach out to a large number 

of poor section (eGAI', 1998) 

:\[ajor categories of cost borne by REF are both direct and indirect. 

Direct costs are those which are directly related to the supply of credit like the interest 

expense. loan loss pro"ision, personnel expense of the staff including their salary, training 

cost. and transportation cost. Training of the members is also included in the diret.:t cost as 

it directly influences their credit/sa:\;lng attirude by affecting their protitability. 

A. tlrree-day training is required for the members who wish to set up a tailoring shop for 

which REP pays Tk. 1~000 to the trainers: for laundry it is only Tk. 300. Cost of training is 

the only significant cost component for BRAe. And as far as the loan loss provision or the 

interest expense is considered. REP to date has not charged any money for them as the 

projects were initiated on an experimental basis. 

Indirect costs include the rent of the office building, office materials and supplies. 

transportation of the overhead staff. telephone. postage and other utilities. Since rural 

alterprise projects and other progranunes are canied out simultaneously from the same 

branch, i.c .. the enterprises are shared ,,,irh other projecrs, ir becomes difficult to estimate 

~ost . 
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3. Conclusion 

Th~ project~ discussed so far not only provide round the year employment, but are also 

well suited to the women's social constraints and household responsibilities. The entire cost 

on these 1:\\/0 projects is not significant though detailed investigation has not been made. If 

REP's cost is compared with the number of jobs created for the members through these 

projects, then the findings prove that these small enterprises are very promising ventures to 

increase the productivity and income generation for the entrepreneurs which is important 

for long tenn development and sustainable employment. In terms of number, these projects 

more than compensate for the cost that REP has to bear. Acquiring skill by means of these 

projects can neither be ignored totally. These projects are, however, very important as they 

draw/bring out women away from their traditional role of housewives and help them set 

up themselves into entrepreneurs in jobs which were under men's arena. Available 

ev-idence suggests that rural enterprises connibute most of the economic development of 

the countries with surplus labour and limited ~apital (\Vatanabe). Datt and Ravallion (1996) 

also suggest that policies that boost rural non-farm employment does have signific;mt 

impact in reducing rural poverty. 

As pointed out earlier, sustainability of the borrowers \-vill occur only if the capital 

investment with the loan amount produces line of benetits by reducing poverty and 

resulting in the m~mbers viability. If there is a mismatch in demand and supply condition. 

the rate of return from investment will suffer, and the long-tenn viability of the project is 

likely to be jeopardized as has been obseIVed for both the projects in Gopalganj. 

Therefore. it is essential to have matching of demand-supply side of investment to sustain a 

higher flow of income after paying all the relevant dues (Osmani, 1989). 

Given the prevailing social system with women having little financial independence, under 

these circumstances. it tn.'1Y be desirable for the NGOs and other development 

organizations to increase the members asset base Jnd output-capital ratio to improve their 

long-term ~conomic viability from income generaTing projects (.-\nUn.1997). In the 

neighbouring counuies. railoring has prov~d to bt: on~ of the most usdul Jnd successful of 
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th~ schemes (Rao,1985). In the present study the project also seems to be better than 

laundry in tenns of skill required and the capital cost needed and since workload can be 

easily balanced with other conunitments. But then again it is still too premature to anive at 

a decisive conclusion. Thus, it is clear from the foregoing discussion that there is a potential 

for both the increase in ~mployment and the rate of return in both th~ projects with special 

reference to tailoring. ' Study results clearly infer that with the subsequent fall of external 

fund, REP is on the right path and more encouragem~nt/care should be given to the 

creation of innovative projects with low investment cost but significant retums . 

4. Policy implications 

1. Considerable emphasis must be given on training to the members sinc~ it has been 

found to be clUcial in affecting the profitability of the prograrrune. 

Efforts should be made to idt:ntify businesses that provide adequate retul11 on labour 

and yet compatible wirh women' s household and social responsibilities. 
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